Reading at Hampton Infants
March 2022

Our aim today is to:
• Share National updates with regards to the expectations in school for reading
• Share how we teach phonics at HISN from Nursery to Year 2 and beyond
• Share the reading books and how these have been organized across the school
• Look at the progression of skills in reading from Nursery to year 2

National updates and monitoring with regards to
the expectations in school for reading
● Reading framework - list of accredited SSP programmes
● Ofsted guidance - reading books match phonics programme
● Soundswrite programme - accredited
● Literacy specialist
● External consultation - looking at phonics and early reading:
Autumn term and Spring term as well as fortnightly monitoring in
school by subject leaders and SLT

OFSTED - taken from the
current EIF

OFSTED - EIF

The Reading framework 2022
The guidance aims to:
• Set out some of the research underpinning the importance of talk, stories and systematic
synthetic phonics (SSP) in the teaching of reading
• Provide practical support for high-quality teaching, including assessment and the importance
of ‘fidelity to the programme’
• Support schools to evaluate their teaching of early reading, especially in Reception and year
1, and identify how to improve provision if weaknesses are found
• Explain the importance of systematic phonics teaching for older pupils who are at risk of
failing to learn to read because they cannot decode well enough
• Support schools working with parents to help their children learn to read.

A child could decode every
word in the next two books:

Simple view of reading

●
●

Proficiency in reading, writing and spoken language is vital for pupils’ success.
Through these, they develop communication skills for education and for working with others: in school, in training and at
work.

How do we teach phonics at HISN: Nursery to
Year 2
Nursery

Reception

Year 1

Year 2

Lot’s of opportunities to develop
listening and attention

Daily phonics lessons that last 15 minutes
in the autumn term and then increase from
January - with activities in the provision to
support the learning

Daily phonics lesson with an
activity for the children to
complete

Daily phonics lesson with an
activity for the children to
complete

Structured lesson that remains
the same with the content
changing - this helps support
children with their cognitive load

Structured lesson that remains
the same with the content
changing - this helps support
children with their cognitive load

Lessons include a mixture of
word building, word reading,
dictation, symbol search, sound
swap and seek the sound

Lessons include a mixture of
word building, word reading,
dictation, symbol search, sound
swap and seek the sound

Daily storytime and weekly
singing assembly that supports
rhyme and tuning into sounds

Daily storytime and weekly
singing assembly that supports
rhyme and tuning into sounds

Daily handwriting

Daily handwriting

Spellings

Spellings

Practical and group work
Once a week - every Thursday
Book area with high quality
stories for the children to look at
independently or with an adult
Listening station to enjoy stories
and songs
Daily singing - part of the
Nursery routine

Every child is read with once a week and
some children are read with daily
Structured lesson that remains the same
with the content changing - this helps
support children with their cognitive load
Lessons include a mixture of word
building, word reading, dictation, symbol
search, sound swap and seek the sound
Daily storytime and daily singing
Daily handwriting from the Spring term for
20 minutes
Everyday words are shared weekly in the
reading record

Progression of skills
EYFS

Progression of skills Year 1 and 2: Extended code

When do we move on to teach the extended
code?
• This is taught once children are confident blending, segmenting, sound swapping and
building/reading words of the following length:
•

CVC e.g. Cat

•

VC e.g. at

•

CVCC e.g. Bank

•

CCVC e.g. skin

•

CCVCC e.g. Sting

•

CCCVCC e.g. Sprint

How do we teach reading at HISN?
EYFS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phonics
Daily story
Daily singing/rhyme
Class reading buddy
Helicopter stories
Role play area/small world
Mystery reader
Reading scheme books
Story books sent home – open library
Audio books
Focus text/author
Talk scaffolds
Classroom reading areas
Workshops and curriculum evenings
Inprint
Colourful Semantics
Choral speaking
Vocabulary focus in all curriculum areas
EOV
Wide range of diverse texts are used to
enhance the curriculum

Year 1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phonics
Daily story
Singing
Class reading buddy
Focus text for literacy
Reading scheme books
Talk scaffolds
Oxford reading buddy
Teaching through a theme
Classroom reading areas
Drama
Inprint
Colourful Semantics
Choral speaking
Vocabulary focus in all curriculum areas
EOV
Wide range of diverse texts are used to
enhance the curriculum

Year 2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phonics
Daily story
Singing
Class reading buddy
Focus text for literacy
Reading scheme books
Talk scaffolds
Oxford reading buddy
Teaching through a theme
Classroom reading areas
Guided reading – 3 times a week
Reading comprehension lessons
Inprint
Colourful Semantics
Choral speaking
EOV
Vocabulary focus in all curriculum areas

How do we prioritise reading at HISN?
●

●
●

Each of our classrooms has a reading corner where pupils can sit comfortably during the day to read a book.
Books are rotated regularly by staff to match the class topic and pupils’ interests. The area is resourced with
comics, magazines and newspapers to extend reading for pleasure and in the EYFS class teddies and
puppets are used to encourage reading aloud and re-telling stories
Each classroom has a selection of books as a mini library with a selection of fiction, non-fiction and poetry.
We use books and high quality texts to enrich the learning and provide access to a range of genre.
Reading is celebrated in our school celebration assembly each week
Pupils are heard individually to read at least once a week.
SoundsWrite is followed at EYFS and KS1 and KS2
Phonics is taught every day in EYFS and KS1
Early reading is encouraged by providing pupils with a decodable book that matches where the children are
currently with their phonic ability
As well as our phonic books the children can choose a story book as part of our ‘borrow a book’ scheme
Oxford reading buddy - online

●

Every phonics lesson has opportunities to read and rehearse decoding/encoding

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

How do we promote a love of reading?
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

All staff are expert readers, modelling reading skills, discussing texts read with the pupils and sharing their
own love of reading.
Teachers read class stories to promote a love and enjoyment of stories, immersing them in the world of
imagination.
Our learning opportunities incorporate a range of fiction, non-fiction and poetry, to expose pupils to
different texts they may enjoy.
Reading sessions allow time for pupils to discuss their reading, helping them to make sense of what they
have read.
Pupils are encouraged to access the book area and read for pleasure regularly.
We encourage pupils in each class to share their love of reading eg by inviting them to recommend great
reads to their peers
For World Book Day we had a week celebrating books. This included ‘The masked reader’ as well as a
dress up day, assemblies and daily reading
We use a range of carefully chosen books in our lessons outside of phonics teaching - diverse range of
texts

How do we make sure pupils make progress?
●

Phonics is taught following the SoundsWrite progression of sounds to ensure a systematic approach. Phonics
lessons follow the same sequence of Recap, teach, practise, revise, review and apply. Planning includes
assessment for the graphemes taught. Phonics is assessed half termly to identify gaps in learning to inform future
planning and intervention.

●

The school supports pupils to be expert readers by developing the key skills of clarifying, questioning, explaining,
retrieval, summarising and predicting:

-Clarifying: understanding and explaining what we have read including new vocabulary
-Questioning: ensuring we understand and checking others do too.
-Explaining: developing an understanding of inference and deduction
-Retrieval: using and finding evidence in the text.
-Summarising and sequencing: identifying the main points of the text by recapping prior reading, scanning and using
key words.
-Predicting: Using the knowledge of what we have read to make predictions about forthcoming events or actions in a
story

How do we make sure pupils make progress?
●

There is a clear progression of reading skills from Reception to Year 2 against which pupils’
progress is measured and gaps are noted and acted on.

●

Pupils who are struggling with decoding skills (preventing them from accessing reading material)
have targeted interventions or are part of a smaller reading group. Targeted intervention follows
the ‘guidance from our educational psychologist as well as the SoundsWrite programme and staff
implementing this are fully trained by teaching staff.

●

Pupils who need further opportunity to practise reading because they do not read at home, are
given priority to read to an adult in school.

●

Staff have pupil progress meetings and the Reading Lead completes pupil conferencing in
reading.

●

We assist parents with supporting reading by providing parents meetings, reading information
meetings, information on the website and letters home.

How do I know my child is making progress
without the colour bands to help?
EYFS: Move through the units incrementally and should be able to read books that contain digraphs sh, ch, th etc
Year 1: The units are not taught in numerical order in Year 1 as we are preparing them for the phonics screener. There
are particular units that have to be covered prior to this so the units are reorganised to ensure we cover everything. If your
child is moving through the units and not staying on one unit then they’re making progress
Children move from being very secure with the initial code onto more challenging phonics learning linked to the extended
code eg. digraphs. The books may vary in length dependant on what sound they are covering.
Year 2: When your child reaches Year 2 they will move through the units developing fluency and consolidating the prior
learning and ensuring they are using phonic knowledge in spellings and writing

Books that go home:
A phonic reading book that provides mixture of decoding and everyday words (when your child gets to year 2)
A borrow a book - for enjoyment
You can also access Oxford reading buddy

To be able to encode securely they need to be confident decoding and applying phonic knowledge when read (accuracy)

How do we match the pupils’ reading book to
their phonic ability?
●
●

●

●
●

Pupils are assessed daily in phonics as well as half termly using the SoundsWrite progression grid and
assessments. Assessment then informs which books match to the pupil’s phonic ability.
Staff in EYFS and KS1 are responsible for changing and or checking the pupil’s reading books. Pupils who
are learning phonics in EYFS and KS1 take home a phonic reading book that provides the opportunity for
pupils to rehearse the phonic knowledge taught in class as well as a ‘Borrow a book’ as a book to be read
for pleasure.
We use a mixture of ‘Big Cat Collins’, ‘SoundsWrite’ and ‘Dandelion reader’ books throughout the school
as a reading scheme. We monitor progress in reading and then match their ability to the stage of reading
on the scheme. This is done through notes from phonics teaching and from teachers hearing pupils read
individually. Staff monitor and check that these books are changed regularly. Staff will move them onto the
next unit when they are confident they have mastered the skills of the stage
Extended code unit 9 might be quite similar to the extended code unit 10.
The length of the book is not an indication of their level. You may find your child has a shorter book one
week then a longer book etc.

Reading books: what has changed and why?
Books in Year 2 have stayed the same just been reorganised to reflect the units
The books for Year 1 are Dandelion reading books mainly that are supported by Soundswrite as well as some Big Cat Collins
Books that have just been added
We also had to wait for a delivery of Soundswrite books that have now been added to Year 1
Alongside the phonic decoder books we will also have the borrow a book
Reading books are decodable and support phonics teaching
The books provide opportunity to rehearse phonics skills and develop fluency, automaticity and provide an opportunity to
rehearse everyday words
The books support development of phonics skills and not just the ability to recall by memory
The books support children's cognitive load
The books help embed knowledge into the long term memory

Why the change?
●

Not all reading books were matched to support phonics teaching - we had a mixture of reading scheme
books.

●

Need to be decodable and accessible and support our phonic teaching

●

Practising the skills of decoding regularly supports the skill of encoding which in turn supports writing and
spellings

●

Carefully mapped out phonics teaching to support milestones in each year group eg getting expected by end
of Reception (share this), phonics check (share this) and the TAF’s year 2 - our reading books needed to
support the children to reach the milestones

●

Cognitive load

●

Building children's confidence

●

If a book is too difficult for us then we are immediately reluctant to persevere

●

In line with the national picture, Ofsted and the guidance we have been given through monitoring and external
experts we have reorganized the books into units to support the phonics teaching

●

Children learn to read best when they feel confident and secure and when they are able to rehearse the
reading skills

●

We want children to overlearn

Supporting your child on their reading journey
Every child is on their own unique journey in learning to read - if you need guidance, reassurance or help please speak
to the class teacher
Reading with your child every day is the best way to support the rehearsal and reinforcement of phonic knowledge and
skills
Read a wide range of books together outside of the phonic reading book
If your child is reluctant to read their phonic reading book at home please speak to the class teacher who will be able to
support you

Book Recommendations:

https://www.lovereading4kids.co.uk/blog/collections/diverse-voices-childrens-books-that-celebrate-difference6090
https://www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-reading/our-recommendations/great-books-guide/

Thank you and any questions?

